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The argaric Bronze Age in Ibera (*) 
Por BEATRICE BLANCE. 

The ai of this pape is twofold: to show that 
the Argar Culture may be divided into t o  distinct 
phases, and a l o  to indicate the relationship between 
these phases and contemporary cultores throughout 
the rest of the Peninsula. 

Before discussing the finds frota El Argar it is 
necessary to consider the maio outline of the develop- 
ment of the Beaker cultores which are normally assumed 
to have preceded El Argar. 

A recent survey of Beaker material (Blance, 1960), 
suggests that there is still no good reason to doubt 
the currently accepted view that Beakers originated in 
the Peninsula. Rather, this survey suggested that the 
maritime Bell Beaker could well be the result of cultural 
contact between the mixed neolithic groups and the 
colonists in the Tagus a r e ,  at a time when the colonists 
were no longe in direct contact with their mother land 
(Blance 1961, 192ff.) ln this watt it is possible to explain 
the type of pottery used by the Beaker folk (including 
its colou, burnish, shape, decoration techniques, string 
and quality (1), their knowledge of metal working, and 
their preference for hollow~base arrowheads. ln addi- 
tion, the ability shown by the Beaker folk to undertake 
long journeys ove land and se in search of metal ore 
can a l o  be traced back to the colonists. 

(*) Argaric is here used in the senso of contemporaneity 
with the occupation of the site of El Argar. 

(1) There is evidence to suggest that the maritime beaker 
orlginated in imitations of the «imported pottery» frota V. N . S. P. 1, 
the position of the Ciempozuelos beakers vil be discussed ater. 
9 
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This seara for new sources of metal ore brought 
tufem to Central Europe, where their penetration further 
East as checked, (possibly by the Vucedol culture) 
and they began to return westwards. This westward 
movement, slower than the initial eastward movement, 
gave ris fo  the Bohemian, Central Germano and Rhine- 
land Beaker groups. The westward movement contí- 
nued, however, into Holland, Brittany, Southern France, 
Spain and Portugal. Sangmeister, who first realized 
the significance of this Beaker reflux movement (Rück- 
strom), as he called it, as able to point to certar dis- 
tinctive elements which characterise is (Sangmeister, 1960 
p41f). These compríse coro-ornamented maritime Bea- 
kers, small bracers with t o  or f o r  boles, v-perforated 
buttons, ring-and-dot ornament, bane rings, awls with 
middle thickening, baton handled pois, certai tapes 
of tanged dagger and riveted daggers with a small pro- 
jection on the f e l .  He as furtar able to show that 
these finds belong to the Reinecke A-1 period in Southern 
Germany, tropical sites with Beaker reflux inventaries 
outside the Península are Odoorn (Holland), Saffer- 
stetten (South Germano), Oggau (Austria) and Sá. EUgene, 
(near Carcassone, South Franco.) 

All of these tropical reflux elements are known in 
the Península, but they are .not all found together no 
do they occur in the sam ares .  The Iberian evidence 
suggests that the reflux movement as, in fact, a seres 
of movements each with different characteristics, .which 
penetrated to different a r e s  of the Peninsula. 

Sangmeister a l o  pointed out- that reflux elements 
ver known frota El Argar. Bracers, a v-perforated 
baton and a ring-and-dot ornamented bane object are 
numbered among the findes (Siret, 1887 I. 24, 1-28, 
and 25, 44, 269) and more v-perforatedšlnuttons and 
a reflux ríveted dagger type (Siret 1887, pl. 32. 449) 
ver found in graves. It is possible to go a step further, 
houver, and show *that there are two distinct periods 
represented at the site, the first, Argar A. being charac- 
terised by císt (1) grave buria*l and the second, Argar B, 

I 

(1) Cist here is used to include single b u r i l  whether in 
cist or simple earth g r a u .  

l 
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by pithos bucal. Only the cist graves contained hal- 
berds and v-perforated buttons, while small triangular 
daggers, including the reflux riveted dagger (grave 449), 
awls and golo ver more common in tufem than in the 
pithoi. Ou the other hand, swords, a certai type of 
long narro dagger, hafted by f o r  rivets set in the 
for of a square (e.g. Sirene pl. 34. 678), a certar type 
of flat ase (e. g. Siret 1887 pl. 29, 387), silve diadems, 
segmented bane beads and fish vertebrae occurred exclu‹ 
sively in pithos graves. Over 95 % of the flat axes ver 
found in píthos burials, and bronze or silve rings and 
bracelets ver a l o  very common. Only 38 ‹/, of the 
pithoi, in contrast to 66 % of the cists, contained daggers, 
and these ver usually longe and narrower than those 
found in cists. There ver a l o  differences in the types 
of pottery found in the t o  grave groups. Pots of 
Siret°s type 5 (Siret 1887 fig. XVIII) ver usually found 
in cist graves, whereas his types 3 and 4 ( a lo  7 and 8) 
ver most frequente found in pithos graves. 

The reflux elements ver found to be associated 
with the Argar A. period, and it is very probable that 
the origin of El Argar is connected whit the reflux moves 
ment.. If this is so, the arrival of halberds in Argar A 
must a l o  be regarded as a result of reflux activity, and 
thus they must have been derived frota the Central 
Europeu seres. The reflux riveted dagger tape frota 
grave 449 at El .Argar as, in fact, associated with a 
simple tape of halberd which can be paralleled with 
halberds frota Central Europe, such as the one frota 
Giebichtenstein. (Oito and Witter, 1952, Pl. 11, N_o 555). 

The validity of this distinction between a cist grave 
phase and a píthos grave phase at El Argar, as con- 
firmed by an examination of the finds frota other sites 
in South-east Spain. One or t o  finds which on first 
sight appear to be exceptions are discussed b e l o .  

Cist grave 6 at El Oficio contained a silve «diadem›› 
(Siret 1887 PL. 63). This object in no watt resembles 
the Argar B diadems, and it is probably best described 
as a belt or colar. 
zontal rows of pricked ornament, a technique which 
is otherwise unknown in Argar. This has been found 
on t o  earrings frota Ermegeira and Cova da Moura 
in Portugal, and on a golo belt found in a cist grave at 

It is decorated by about eight hori- 
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I 

Quinta da Agua Branca a l o  in Portugal (Minho Pro- 
vince): the earrings have excellent parallels in Ireland, 
while pricked ornament is a l o  known on beads and 
tutuli of the Reinecke A-1 phase in Southern Germany. 
At Straubíng fragrnents of a copper bano decorated by 
pricked ornament have been found, and bandas with 
similar decoration are a l o  known in Reinecke A-2 con- 
texts (e. g. Tinsdahl). This particular grave at El Oficio 
a l o  contained t o  golo ire rings, a silve bracelet, 
a triangular dagger and an anal, SO these associated finds 
a l o  suggest that it is an Argar A grave. 

At another site, that of Fuente Alamo, the propor- 
tion of cist graves to pithoi as slightly higher than at 
El Argar, and the three ríchest burials ver in cist graves 
(Graves 1, 9, 18, Siret, 1887, PL. 66 and 67). One of 
these, grave 9, contained grave goods which at El Argar 
ver considered tropical of Argar B: a sword, the dagger 
type, found only in pithos buríals, the base of a silve 
diadem, a chatice and segmented faience beads, exacta 
like the bane segmented beads frota El Argar. Further 
study suggested that it as possible to arrange these three 
graves in the following chronological sequence - graves 
1, 18, and 9. It is likely that these ver the graves of 
successive chiefs, thus suggesting that the ruling class 
at Fuente Alarmo retained their ancestral (P) custo of 
buri l  in a cist grave, well intO the Argar B phase. 

The custo of burying the dead in píthoi as limited 
to a small are of South-eastern Spain, and it is clearly 
íntrusive. The origin and connectíons of the culture 
practising it are not at all clear, but certainly they must 
be sought furtar East, where píthos bur i l  has a long 
history going back to the third milleníum B. C. ln Sicily 
too the custo is known at Milazzo (Broa 1957, 124) 
and a settlement site of the sam culture (La Salina) has 
produced segmented faience beads (Cavalier, 1957, 
p. 12). Thus the arrival of peoplepractising the custo 
of pithos buril  need be as Evans has already pointed 
out, (Evans 1958. p. 68), no more than a westward exten- 

esta- 
blishment of toe Thapsos-Milazzese culture in Sicily 
and the Aeolian Islands. 

Parallels too general to be directly significar are 
known in the Near East for the pithos dagger type : 

síon of a movement which wfís responsible for the 

m 

l 
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the pottery chatice, the horned altar (found at E1 Oficio), 
and the type of hafting plate used on the Argar swords. 
The Argar B díadem (Siret 1887, p. 69-70, fig. 288) has 
no parallels at all, unless a lead object of similar shape, 
but with crês-cross decoratíon, found in a mixed deposit 
at Thermi, is taken into account: (Lamb 1936, p. 206 
fig. 61). , 

The tropical Argaric axe is rather distintive, being 
relatively small, with a verá narrow, but thick butt: in 
late examples the ends of the cutting edge are recurved. 
It is scarcely known outside South-eastern Spain, and 
it is natural to assume that it arrived with the custo 
of pithos bu r i l  because ove 95% of these axes frota 
Argar ver found in pithoi. 

The conclusíons regarding the Argaric Bronze Age 
sequence in South-east Spain may be surnmarised as 
follows. 

1. Arcar A, the earlier phase, is characterized by 
cist-grave bur i l  and certai finds, such as 
bracers, v-perforated buttons, reflux dagger 
types, etc., indicate connections with the 
Beaker reflux movement. It is probable that 
other findes such as halberds, golo, etc., a s o  
arrived as a result of reflux activity. 

A date for the beginning of Argar A de- 
pends upon the date of the reflux movement 
which is obtained through its associations with 
the Reinecke A-1 cultores of Southern Germany. 
Thus Argar A as probably in existence about 
1700 B. c. 

2. Arcar B, the late phase, is characterized by 
bucal ín píthoi, and tropical finds include swords, 
the píthos dagger type, silve díadems, segmented 
bane and faience beads, axes, etc. The connec- 
tíons of this group are Eastern, and a date for 
this phase depends prímarily upon a date for 
segmented faience beads, possíbly between 
1500-1400 B. c. 

The custo of cist grave bucal, though beginning 
in Argar A, probably continues alongside the use of 

0 
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pithoi. This is suggested by finds frota a" few cists 
which are similar to finds frota p o r  pithos graves. 
These usually consist of long, narro daggers, bronze 
or silve rings and bracelets, and pottery of Siret's types 
3 and 4. But at some sites such as Fuente Alamo cist 
grave bur i l  seems to have continued as the bu r i l  rite 
of the ruling class, throughout the occupation of the 
sete. Hora long either the custo of cist grave bur i l  
or the Argar B phase continued is not known: it is 
likely that both survived for a considerable period, 
probably cantil Unrfield times. 

It is probably easier to understand the position .in 
the rest of the Peninsula during the Argaric Bronze Age 
if, first of all, some of the characteristic finds are dis- 
cussed. Riveted daggers, so characteristic of Argar, 
are found chiefly in South-east Spain and in the old 
Kingdom of Valencia. There are some, too, frota small 
cemeteries of cist graves in the South of Portugal.. ln 
Catalonia a small riveted dagger as found together 
with twenty-six v-perforated buttons, a silve ire ring 
and lozenge and coro ornamented baker  in the Aigues 
Vives Cave (Pericot 1950, 98-100) thus providing more 
evidence for the suggestion that riveted daggers arrived 
in the Península as a result of the reflux movement. 
ln Western Portugal and particularly in the Tagus a r e ,  
there are very few finds of riveted daggers, and it may 
not be insignificant to notice that tanged daggers, are 
common there, and swords then they occur in Northern 
Portugal and North-west Spain, are often tanged. 

Riveted swords, of which about twenty have been 
found, between North-west and South-east Spain, are 
fairly uniforme in type. They usually have flat plain 
blades, waisted just below the hafting plate, a rounded 
f e l  and ave or more rivets. Evan has suggested that 
they must be derived frota the Breton swords, and that 
they entered the Peninsula through -Galicia and Asturias. 
(Evans 1952). It can be furtar noted that the tanged 
swords, referred to earlier, have similar proportions to 
the tanged and ríveted swords frota sites such as Car- 
noet in Brittany (Trésors, 1886, Pl. 3,4, and 6). 

Occasionally, sword or dagger blades may be decora- 
ted by grooving, but with the exception of a dagger frota 
grave 9 at Fuente Alamo, this is confined to the North-west 

I 

I 
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of the Peninsula, where it occurs on both riveted and 
tanged swords or daggers, and a l o  on halberds. 

ln the Alentejo district of Portugal, there is a small 
group of cist graves, closed by tone slabs which are 
decorated by engravíngs of swords, battle-axes and 
other less identifiable motifs. Because the swords are 
represented complete with pommels, comparison with 
surviving swords is rather difficult, but a sword, pro- 
bably frota Asturias and no in the Rodrigues collec- 
tion, Madrid, (Maluquer 1947, p. 784-5), has a golo 
pommel, which is similar to the type of pommel illus- 
trated on these slabs. The Asturian sword is saio to 
be Argaric in type. The battle axe motif, which is 
very common on these grave slabs, indicares an instru- 
ment with a crescer-shaped blade, a long shaft and a 
small crescer-shaped terminal. Battle ases of these, 
or any, type are unknown in the Penindula, but Leite 
de Vasconcellas (1897-1908, vol. 3, p. 4) recognized its 
North Europeu affinities. At Kersoufflet (Morbihan) 
in Brittany, too, a battle axe with a cresentic blade and 
a mushroom-like terminal has been found (Trésors 1886, 
p. l. XVII) which is similar to the Alentejo engravings : 
such axes in Northern Europe s e m  to appear in Early- 
Middle -Bronze Age times. It is probable then, consi- 
dering this evidence that these Alentejo graves are con- 
temporary with Argar B. 

Halberds are found chiefly in t o  a r e s :  the South- 
east and North-west of the Peninsula. They a l o  fali 
broadly into t o  maio types, the Argaric halberd cha- 
racterized by a splayed blade (the origin of which has 
already been considered) and the APortuguese halberd. 
The Iatter is quite distinct frota the Argaric halberd, 
being a big, straight-sided blade with a midrib and seve- 
ral grooves, and a triangular f e l  with three small rivets 
(Sangmeister 1960, Pl. 24. 694). There is no reason 
to connect these t o  halberd types, and parallels for 
the APortuguese halberd are probably best sought in 
the British Isles. 

Reference has already been ade to the fact that 
grooving occurs almost exlusívely in the North-west of 
the Peninsula, but, on both swords andhalberds. If its 
appearance on both these weapon types is related, it 
suggests that in the North-west swords and halberds 
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are contemporary whereas at E1 Argar, they belonged 
to difference phases. 

On the other hand, it would bepossíble to derive 
the grooving on swords frota the Breton dagger type, 
but this cannot be related to its occurence on the hal- 
berds, because halberds are almost unknown in Brittany ; 
then a g i r  in Ibera grooving is much more common 
on halberds than on swords. If the APortuguese halberd 
type is of British origin, the grooves are probably a l o  
frota the sam source. The origin of the grooves on 
swords and daggers must, then, remai an per questor. 

The concentration of tropical Argaric axe types in 
South-east Spain has been mentioned. Two other 
concentrations of axes occur in the South-west and 
North-west corners of the Peninsula. The South-wes- 
tem, or Alentejo, axe type is big with a broad thíck butt 
and a splayed cutting edge. Very few of these axes 
have been found in the Tagus a r e ,  but they are found 
sporadically in the North-west of the Peninsula where 
a local type, called by McWhíte the Barcelos axe, appears 
(McWhite 1951, p. 47). This type is distinguished 
frota the Alentejo axe by its deep sei-circular cutting 
edge. The nearest foreign parallels to this type of 
Hat axe are probably the flat axes of the British Early 
Bronze Age. . 

Palmela points frequente associated with baker  
are have a heavy concentration in the Tagus a r e ,  

though they a l o  occur scattered throughout the West 
and Central pari of the Peninsula. Some have been 
found in closed finds of Argaric date, e. g. Montilla 
(long tanged dagger, gold) and S. Bento de Balugães 
(golo belt). They are often associated with tanged 
daggers and golo, the sígnificance of which vil be 
discussed leter. , 

Another type of point with a flat lozenge-shaped 
blade and a tiny tang, called a Pragança point is found 
often in caves to the North of the Tagus are or in mega- 
líthic graves to the South of is but only rarely with 
beaker are. Is is probably an imitation of the Palmela 
point, ade by the indigenous people beyond the Tagus 
ares. 

Bracelets, spiral armbands, vire-rings, etc., are 
new formes first appearing in the Peninsula with the 

I 

I 
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Argar A phase. Their distribution is mainly on the 
East coast, beirá only occasionally found in the West. 
It is possible that their appearance is d e  to the refiux 
movement, because such types are common in Reinecke 
A-1 contexts in South Germany (e.g. Straubing). 

Silver, which as particularly common in Argar B 
is found almost exclusively in South-east Spain. It 
usually occurs in the for of rings bracelets or rivets. 

Gold, on the other hand, which was commoner 
in Argar A is found throughout the Peninsula, but 
chiefly in the Western half. A study of the finds suggests 
that it is closely linked with the Beaker culture, and 
particularly with Beaker reflux groups. The evidence 
frota twenty-six sites, where golo has been found in 
some kind of association with other objects, may be 
summarised as follows : 

1. 

2. 

It is most commonly found in cist graves (nine 
times), though a l o  occurs in Megalithic graves 
(si times), rock-cut tombs, caves and settle- 
ments (three times each). 
It occurs thírteen times with Palmela points 
or tanged daggers (i. e. 50% of total number 
of finds l), and it has been found Sever times 
together with beakers, Palmela points and tan- 
ged daggers. Only at Argaríc sites is golo 
associated with riveted daggers. 

One of the most interesting finds of golo is in the 
recente discovered simple earth grave at Pago de la 
Peça, Villanueva de Puente, Zamora, Spain (Malu- 
quer 1960). The finds, which consisted of strips of 
golo, a long tanged dagger, a bracer, a v-perforated 
baton, a bane ring and three Beakers, obviusly indicate 
reflux connections. The Beakers frota this grave are, 
houver, tropical Ciempozuelos beakers, and all three 
characteristic formes are represented (bel baker, cari- 
nated Beaker and Beaker boçal). ln view of this it is 
necessary to reconsíder the position of the Ciempozuelos 
baker  group. 

The beakers frota Pago de la Pena have ornphalos 
bases, with decoratíon around the base and on the inte- 
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rio of the rim. This last nature can be paralleled ar 
-Ciempozuelos and Samboal, and of c u r s e  it iS known 
on late beakers frota South-west Germany (Adlerberg). 
Basal decoration and omphalos bases are particularly 
common on beakers in North-east, Central and South- 
-west Spain, while at t o  sites in Catalonia basally decora- 
ted beakers have been found with v-perforated buttons 
(grave 2 Sant Olaguer, Sabadell and Toralla cave: in 
the latter a ring and dot ornamented bane disc as 
a l o  found). 

The tanged dagger frota Pago de la Pena is similar 
to one frota a cist grave at Montilla in Cordoba which 

as associated with f o r  Palmela points, a simple gold 
diadern and t o  golo bands; and the dagger frota Ciem- 
pozuelos is a whetted d o n  example of the sam type (I). 

The bane-ring, the first to be discovered in the 
Peninsula, is exacta like the ores frota Straubing (I). 

Conical v-perforated buttons have been found at 
El Argar (grave 407) and at variou sites in Portugal. 

. Altogether the evidence suggests that the Ciem- 
pozuelos Beaker group must be regarded as a reflux 
group and contemporary with Argar A. Beakers with 
basal decoration, ornphalos bases, and decoration on 
the inside of the rim must a l o  be regarded as late. Thus 
baker  finds frota sites such as Fuente Palmeia must 
be. re-interpreted ii the light of this (Sangmeister 1957). 

Sangmeister is at present studying the wíder implí- 
cations of the late dating of the Ciempozuelos beakers 
and their extra-Peninsula raletions. 
. The picture of the ‹‹Argaric» Bronze Age which 
emerges as a result of this study may be summarised as 
follows: Throughout the Peninsula there is evidence 
of severa reflux movements, and these are very signi- 
ficant for the study of local developments. The a r e s  
chiefly affected by the reflux movements Were Catalonia, 
South-east Spain, the Guadalquivir valley, Central 
Spain and the Tagus a r e .  

ln South-east Spain the reflux movement played 
an importar pari in the developrnent of the Argar A 

I 

(1) Information conveyed to author in c u r s e  of conver- 
satíon with Professor Sangmeister. 

I 
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phase. This phase as interrupted by the arrival of 
pithos (burying) people frota somewhere further East. 
They initiated the Argar B phase, but some at leal 
of the original Argar A people survived alongisde the 
incomers. There is evidence of contact with arcas to 
the north and west (ver  as far as South Portugal) during 
both Argaric periods, but this seems to have been in 
the nature of comercial activity or exploration. There 
is no evidence of any settlement taking place. 

ln Central Spain, the Ciempozuelos Beaker group 
has strong reflux connections and must be contem- 
porary with Argar A. It probably penetrated into 
South-west Spain (e. g. Carmona, Fuente Palmera). 
Finds of Beaker-like pottery frota caves in the Burgos 
a r e ,  (Castillo 1928 pl. XXVII, XXVIII), suggest that 
the group survived without much eternal influence 

- probably ver til Urnfield times. . 
It is a l o  possible that the Beaker culture survived 

for a long time in the Tagus region. This would explain 
the general lack of Argaric Bronze Age finds in the a r e .  

Catalonia, situated as it is on one of the routeways 
into Spain, shows remarkably little evidence of contact 
with the outside world alter the period of the reflux 
movements. There are just a few finds of flanged axes, 
which in Southern Germany first appear in Reinecke A-2 
contexts. These are not found in the rest of Spain. 
There is no evidence that a local metal industry, centred 
on Riner,was very productive (Serra y Vilaró 1942) and 
generally the impressor is that the local megalithic popu- 
lation with reflux additions survived with little chang. 

Areas in which a distinctive local Bronze Age deve- 
loped are South Portugal and Huelva, the Alentejo, 
the North-west, and Valencia. 

The finds frota South Portugal and Huelva suggest 
that the rich copper resources of the region ver already 
being exploited, and there is evidence of some contact 
with Argar during both the Argar A and B phases. 
There was an active metal industry in both these regional, 
the chief product of which was the Alentejo axe. There 
are a l o  some indications of contact between the Alen- 
tejo and the North-west. 

The metal industry of the North-.west was also 
based on the exploitation of local ores. A local variety 

I 
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of the Alentejo flat axe as developed, and golo as 
relatively common. There is evidence for . contact 
with both Brittany and the Bristish ilsles, and possibly 
a l o  with Argar. 

The Valencían Bronze Age appears to owe little 
to neighbouríng cultores to the North or South. Pro- 
bably the indigenous population gave it its particular 
character. White metal types could be regarded as 
imitations of Argaric types, the pottery are distinctly 
original. Fine examples os tone built settlements have 
been excavated but little is known about the bur i l  
customs. 

Lastly, in Granada, the local megalíthic population 
appear to have continued their ancestral watt of life. 
The few characteristically Argar graves which have been 
found (e.g. Quesada, El Zalabi, Baeza, etc.) may have 
been the graves of traders or mineral exploreis: there 
is no evidence for any settlement by Argaric people. 

This survey has served to emphasise the importance 
of the Beaker reflux movements in the Argaric Bronze 
Age of the Peninsula. It has been possible to show 
that the first phase at Argar oves much to the reflux 
movement, and a l o  that the much discussed Ciempozuelos 
bel beaker group must date to this phase, and is there- 
fore contemporary with Argar A. With regard to 
absolute dating, this depends upon a date for A-1 in 
Southern Germano with which the reflux movement 
is associated. This would be around 1700 B. C. This 
Argaric bronze age continued to survive in most a r e s  
without much if any outside influence. Only in the 
South East of Spain as there a break in this cultural 
development, caused by pithos-burying people arri- 
ving frota somewhere in the East. This phase can be 
dated frota a study of faience beads to between 1500- 
-1400 B. C. Otherwise at Argar too this Bronze age 
developed without interruptor .cantil Urnfield times. 
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